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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on how social meanings indexed by language use in the 
real world can be recontextualised in telecinematic texts such as anime to 
construct and convey different aspects of a character’s identity. In a case study 
of the science-fiction anime series, From the New World (Shinsekai Yori; 2012–
13), the paper analyses three corpora comprised of dialogue from the series in 
order to shed light on the discursive construction of the non-human character 
Squealer. A non-human character was selected to minimise the influence 
of preconceptions about identity. Drawing on Androutsopoulos’s (2012) 
three-level film analysis framework and Bucholtz and Hall’s (2005) identity 
framework, the approach incorporates both computerised and manual 
discourse analysis. The computer-facilitated keyword analysis provides 
initial insights into the character’s demographic information and speech 
style, showing the key linguistic features used by the character’s species, 
and by extension, the focal character. This is complemented by a detailed 
analysis of dialogue from selected scenes which shows how various aspects 
of the character’s identity are expressed using different linguistic devices in 
different contexts. The analysis demonstrates that shifts between the use and 
non-use of certain linguistic features serve to foreground different aspects 
of a character’s identity—namely, stances and presentational personae. By 
integrating corpus linguistic analysis with scene-based analysis drawing 
on sociolinguistic concepts, the study shows how we can gain insights 
into telecinematic characters’ identities through language. The paper also 
highlights issues encountered in applying corpus linguistic methodologies to 
analyses of Japanese language, which may be of use to future researchers and 
software developers in this area.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper examines how social meanings prototypically indexed by 
language use in the real world are recontextualised in the fictional world 
of telecinematic texts such as anime to convey various aspects of character 
identity.1 Using the anime series From the New World [新世界より; 2012–13] as 
a case study, it explores how sociolinguistic differences are used as a resource 
for the discursive construction of characters, with analysis centred on the 
dialogue of a non-human character from the series. The study uses a mixed-
method approach facilitated by the use of corpus linguistics, which is an 
emerging form of investigation involving the computerised analysis of a large 
volume of selectively compiled linguistic data known as a ‘corpus’. To date, 
corpus linguistics has been used in a range of linguistic studies focusing on 
characterisation (e.g., Bednarek 2011, 2012) and other features (e.g., Vignozzi 
2016) in (mostly English) telecinematic texts.2 The corpus linguistic approach 
is slowly growing in a number of Japanese linguistic research areas, including 
linguistic register (e.g., Fujimura et al. 2012), phonetics and phonology 
(e.g., Maekawa 2015) and educational linguistics (e.g., Abe 2016; Lee and 
Nakagawa 2016; Miyata and MacWhinney 2016). However, corpus linguistics 
seems to be completely unused in any prior studies on discourse in Japanese 
telecinematic texts such as anime, television dramas and feature films. Based 
on this shortfall, the key purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how corpus 
linguistics can be used in a mixed-method (socio)linguistic study to examine 
the ways in which social meanings indexed by language use in the real world 
are recontextualised for the purpose of constructing fictional characters.

1.1 Anime and Character Analysis

As a burgeoning popular phenomenon, anime receives a substantial amount 
of scholarly interest in a number of areas, including gender studies (e.g., Saito 
2014), cultural studies (e.g., Fennell et al. 2012), language pedagogy (e.g., 
Armour and Iida 2014) and fan-translation/fan-subtitling (e.g., Lee 2011). 
However, despite the extensive interdisciplinary study of anime, linguistic 
examination of discourse in anime and other Japanese telecinematic texts 
remains limited. Among the few existing linguistic studies of identity in 
Japanese telecinematic texts, there are a number of studies that examine 
character identity (e.g., Hiramoto 2013; Hollis 2014; Toh 2014). Hiramoto 
(2013), for example, draws on Kinsui’s (2000, 2003) notion of yakuwarigo  
(役割語; ‘role language’) to examine how pronouns and sentence-final 
particles are used to construct the imagined identities of the female character 
archetypes in the anime series Cowboy Bebop [カウボーイビバップ; 1998].3 
Hollis (2014), meanwhile, examines how sentence-final particles are used to 
construct gendered identities in two anime series: Toradora! [とらドラ！; 2008] 
and ‘Reaching You’ [君に届け; 2011]. Although these studies offer valuable

1 ‘Telecinematic discourse’ (or ‘telecinematic text’) was coined by Piazza et al. (2011) as an umbrella term for the 
type of discourse found in films and television series (i.e., fictional, scripted discourse). 
2 Vignozzi (2016) examines the multimodal semiosis of idioms in Disney films. The study demonstrates that 
visual representation of idioms in dialogue helps generate audio-visual humour that entertains the audience. 
Even when they are not used to elicit laughter, these audio-visual puns can help “make the movie[s] more 
winsome and captivating” (Vignozzi 2016, 260). 
3 A definition of yakuwarigo and other Japanese terms can be found in the glossary.
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insights into how language (specifically, sentence-final particles and 
pronouns) is used to construct and convey gendered identities, the 
focus on gender can be limiting since gender is but one aspect of 
(character) identity that is discursively constructed. 

The identity of both real and fictional beings can be shaped by physical traits 
such as age, gender or race. However, identity can also be shaped by 
intangible traits such as one’s personality, stances and affiliations, and by 
the manner in which one may choose to present oneself. Richardson (2017) 
observes this phenomenon in dialogue from (primarily American and 
British) television dramas, which can be seen as parallel with anime 
due to their shared telecinematic nature:

[T]he speech of any character, at any time, is a performance of that character 
as a ‘persona,’ with plausible traits of identity (regional/national origins; 
gender, ethnicity, age—as well as rudeness, sentimentality and other kinds of 
personality traits). […] The fact that characters’ lines are mostly interactive, 
i.e., that speech in drama is realised as dialogue, affords a range of possibilities
that can be exploited for communicative effects, specifically about the
acceptance or otherwise [of] identities and stances that characters project,
through a combination of wording and delivery in context.
(Richardson 2017, 40–41)

This study adopts Richardson’s (2017) stance on language use by fictional 
characters, which regards characters as though they are ‘real’ people by 
examining them with the identities and traits of ‘real’ people in mind. 

Although fictional characters are representative of ‘real’ people to some 
degree, they do not have to resemble specific humans, nor do they have to be 
humanoid in form. As Richardson (2010) explains:

Narratives need characters, but there is no requirement that the characters 
should be human beings. They can be whatever imagination allows and the 
medium affords, though human nature is always the point of reference.
(130, emphasis in original)

The examination of non-human characters offers a way for researchers to 
respond to the aforementioned limitations of identity analysis that focuses on 
gender. In human characters, major social “categories” such as age, gender and 
race are easily communicated and interpreted by visual means (Bucholtz and 
Hall 2005). This results in “the tendency to ‘bend’ texts so that the analysis fits 
a pre-determined stance” (Wagner and Lundeen 1998, in Mandala 2011, 6). 
In contrast, the same social categories are less predictable and more difficult 
to ascertain in non-human characters, which means that analysis of non-
human characters is less likely to be influenced by preconceptions. This study 
examines the dialogue of one non-human anime character, Squealer (スクィ

ーラ), to demonstrate how language use can provide insight into character 
identity. In doing so, it also illustrates that language is a salient tool for identity 
construction in telecinematic characters, particularly in the absence of easily 
parsable visual cues. 
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2. INTRODUCING FROM THE NEW WORLD

The data for this study consists of the dialogue from all 25 episodes of the 
science-fiction anime series, From the New World. The series is adapted from 
a Japanese novel of the same name, written by Yūsuke Kishi (貴志	祐介) and 
published in 2008 by Kodansha. It was directed by Masashi Ishihama (石浜	

真史) and aired in Japan between September 2012 and March 2013. The story 
is set in Japan, a thousand years in the future (c. 3012), where all humans 
possess a power known as ‘Juryoku’ which allows them to telekinetically 
manipulate almost everything in their environment, effectively rendering 
technology obsolete. The narrative focuses on a human female protagonist, 
Saki Watanabe (from age 12 to 26 in the main story, 40 in the Epilogue), and 
her friends, who live in an idyllic village isolated from the outside world. Over 
time, Saki and her friends come to learn about the true nature of their world, 
including the dark history that has shaped their current society. 

From the New World was selected as the data source as it depicts a world in 
which a society of a non-human species co-exists and interacts with a human 
society, thereby allowing analysis of a non-human protagonist acting within a 
human-centric social and linguistic frame. The non-human species in question 
is the ‘Bakenezumi’, who appear to be naked mole-rats. The anthropomorphic 
Bakenezumi live in eusocial colonies, similar to ants or bees, under the control 
of a queen. They communicate amongst themselves using their own language, 
which is presented as a mixture of squeaking and grunting vocalisations that 
are intelligible to neither the viewer nor the human characters in the series. 
However, each colony has at least one envoy who is fluent in human language 
and can directly communicate with human officials. These Bakenezumi are 
able to adeptly use human language (in this case, Japanese) to express aspects 
of their identity and convey their place in a world dominated by humans.

3. FRAMEWORK

The mixed-method analysis of Squealer’s dialogue adopted in this paper 
begins with a quantitative analysis of the character’s linguistic repertoire, 
based on a computerised keyword analysis. This is supplemented below 
with a manual analysis of dialogue involving Squealer, Saki and her human 
male friend Satoru. The discussion of findings about Squealer’s language use  
draws on Bucholtz and Hall’s (2005) identity framework, described in more 
detail below.

3.1 A Sociocultural Approach to Identity: The Indexicality Principle

The overarching approach used for the analysis of identity in this study is the 
framework proposed by Bucholtz and Hall (2005), which synthesises research 
in several fields to offer a general sociocultural linguistic perspective on 
identity. In this approach, identity is regarded as an individual subscription 
to categories of membership that are observed in discourse, rather than as 
a static and individualistic attribute ascribed by society and internalised  
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by the individual. The strength of this framework is that it views identity  
as “intersubjectively rather than individually produced and interactionally  
emergent rather than assigned in an a priori fashion” (Bucholtz and Hall 
2005, 587). Based on this perspective, the framework proposes five principles 
for analysing “the social positioning of self and other” (2005, 586). These are 
“emergence”, “positionality”, “indexicality”, “relationality” and “partialness” 
(2005, 587–607). This study draws primarily on the indexicality principle of 
the framework, which relates to the use of language to discursively construct 
identity position. Bucholtz and Hall argue that the indexicality function of 
language relates strongly to normative language use and draws heavily on 
linguistic ideologies regarding “the sorts of speakers who (can or should) 
produce particular sorts of language” (2005, 594). 

It must be noted that Bucholtz and Hall’s (2005) framework is designed for the 
purpose of analysing and examining the identities of real people. Therefore, 
by applying this framework, the examination and discussion of language in 
this study treats fictional character(s) as though they are ‘real’ people who are 
using language with volition. While the characters may be fictional constructs, 
it is nonetheless possible to make inferences about “the broad demographic 
characteristics the character(s) inhabit” and “the personality quirks and traits 
(they) exhibit” (Queen 2015, 155) using this framework.  

3.2 Three-Level Framework: Repertoires, Characters and Scenes

The approach used for analysing characterisation is adapted from 
Androutsopoulos’ (2012) three-level framework for sociolinguistic film 
analysis, which draws on the concept of repertoire (Gumperz 1964). Linguistic 
repertoires can be defined as a summary of linguistic codes used by a 
community (i.e., sociolects) or an individual (i.e., idiolects). When examining 
telecinematic texts, it is possible to think of the linguistic repertoire of an 
entire television series or film as the sum of the linguistic codes used by all of 
the characters in that series or film. Likewise, a character is a summary of how 
they speak in the film or television series they appear in (Androutsopoulos 
2012, 305). Examinations of linguistic repertoire at the level of individual 
characters can be complemented by examining selected scenes. This allows 
for more focus on how characters use language in particular contexts and how 
consistently they use their established linguistic repertoire(s), which can help 
produce a more holistic picture of the character (Androutsopoulos 2012, 306).

In this study, repertoire analysis is used to profile the salient or dominant 
speech patterns—that is, language that is the norm or default for these 
characters in relation to a variety of social and contextual factors—of humans 
and Bakenezumi. In order to conduct this analysis, corpus linguistic software 
and the following three electronic corpora are used:

• FNW: a 59,282-word corpus of transcripts for all 25 episodes of From 
the New World, developed from Japanese subtitle files downloaded 
from https://kitsunekko.net/. This corpus includes speaker attributions 
(e.g., Squealer, Saki, Teacher) written in romanised Japanese or English.  
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• HUMANS: a 49,705-word corpus of dialogue by all human characters, 
extracted from the FNW corpus and including speaker attributions.

• BAKENEZUMI: a 6,997-word corpus comprising the dialogue of 
Bakenezumi characters who are capable of human speech (e.g., Squealer, 
Kirōmaru), extracted from the FNW corpus (excluding speaker 
attributions).4

 
By comparing the linguistic markers in the HUMANS and BAKENEZUMI 
subcorpora, it is possible to determine the most salient linguistic codes used 
by each species. To achieve this, corpus linguistic methodologies of keyword 
analysis are used, as detailed below. 

3.3 Corpus Linguistic Analysis: A Brief Introduction

Corpus linguistic software allows for a summative analysis of the linguistic 
repertoire in a film or television series.5 To uncover patterns of language 
use, this study uses frequency and keyword analysis, which can be achieved 
using corpus linguistic software. Keyword analysis requires using software 
to produce lists of words that occur in a corpus, along with their frequencies. 
The software is then able to compare the frequencies in the wordlist of one 
corpus against another. This allows the program to generate a list of words 
or word-forms/clusters that are statistically significant in a node corpus (i.e., 
the corpus that is being analysed) compared with a reference corpus (i.e., the 
corpus being used as a point of comparison or comparative norm/standard) 
(Baker 2006; Scott and Tribble 2006). The resulting words are referred to as 
keywords due to their unusually high frequency in the node corpus relative 
to the reference corpus, as determined by their statistical significance.6 The 
unusually high frequency of a word indicates its keyness or salience in the 
node corpus (compared with the reference corpus).

Since corpora are encoded electronically, and due also to the large volumes of 
data involved, computer processing is the most efficient and realistic mode of 
corpus analysis (Anthony 2009; Baker 2006). However, the use of automated 
computational analysis is not without problems, especially when analysing 
a language such as Japanese that has received limited attention from corpus 
linguists. During this study, three key methodological issues emerged. One is 
that corpus linguistic software can only recognise words if their boundaries 
are determined using space—a feature that is rarely used in Japanese writing, 
if at all (Benešová and Birjukov 2015; Den n.d.). Therefore, to prepare the  

4 Since the HUMANS and BAKENEZUMI corpora are derived from a larger corpus (i.e., the FNW corpus), 
they are referred to as subcorpora (sing., ‘subcorpus’). 
5 The corpus linguistic software used in this study is AntConc (Anthony 2016). 
6 To determine statistical significance, the software carries out statistical tests on each word (using the chi-
squared or log-likelihood test) and then assigns a p (or probability) value. The lower the p-value, the more likely 
that the (high) presence of the word is less random and therefore more likely to be due to the author’s/speaker’s 
choice to use the word more frequently. Since AntConc does not allow adjustment of the p-value, the equivalent 
keyness (or G²) value is used as a cut-off (see http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/llwizard.html for more detail): 
      95th percentile; 5% level; p < 0.05; critical value = 3.84  
      99th percentile; 1% level; p < 0.01; critical value = 6.63  
      99.9th percentile; 0.1% level; p < 0.001; critical value = 10.83  
      99.99th percentile; 0.01% level; p < 0.0001; critical value = 15.13 
A cut-off of 15.13 critical (keyness or G²) value was selected, which equates to p < 0.0001. This limits the list of 
keywords to those that are the most significant and makes the list more manageable.
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Japanese-language corpora for analysis, the text first needs to be segmented 
using segmenting software—here, SegmentAnt (Anthony 2017). SegmentAnt 
was chosen as it was specifically designed to segment large volumes of  
Japanese (and Chinese) texts. Despite this, the resulting segmentation was 
characterised by numerous inconsistencies. Corrections were made to the 
inconsistent or incorrect segmentations in the FNW corpus, using word and 
phrase structures outlined in Siegel et al. (2016) as a guide.7

The second issue relates to terminology, which has some implications for clear 
discussion of the findings. Up until this point, the term ‘word’ has been used 
when referring to lexical units in written Japanese. However, what the corpus 
software identifies as ‘words’ consists of lexical words (e.g., です), grammatical 
particles (such as の	and に), affixes (such as –ます and お–) and other bound 
morphemes.8 This is a result of the way in which the segmentation software 
parses and then segments the Japanese text, which often involves separating 
affixes from their word stems. For the sake of consistency and clarity, the 
term ‘word(s)’ is used to refer to lexical words and grammatical particles, and 
‘morpheme(s)’ is used to refer to affixes and bound morphemes.

The third issue is that corpus software creates wordlists based on the form 
rather than the function or meaning of words and morphemes. This means 
that the software is unable to distinguish between words and morphemes that 
are polysemous in nature. For example, ‘de’ (で) is one of the most frequently 
occurring morphemes in the FNW corpus. However, the software does not 
distinguish between the many functions of ‘de’, which include its use as a 
location marker, as an allomorph of the ‘-te’ (–て) suffix, or as the conjunctive 
variant of the copula. Additionally, ‘de’ can also be considered a marker of 
honorific language, as the segmenting software separates the super-polite 
copula ‘degozaru’ (でござる) and its inflections, resulting in ‘de’ and ‘gozaru’ 
being treated as separate words. For this reason, it is not possible to make 
conclusions or generalisations about the use of homographic morphemes in 
the FNW corpus—or by extension, any Japanese-language corpus data that 
has undergone computerised segmentation—without undertaking further 
analysis of their meanings and functions. This is a known issue in corpus 
linguistics that also affects homographs in corpora in other languages. In cases 
where homographic morphemes or word forms are central to the analysis, it is 
possible to disambiguate the functions of these morphemes/word forms using 
part-of-speech tagging (e.g., Weisser 2016, 101–20) and morphological tagging 
(e.g., Kübler and Zinsmeister 2015, 45–55). In this particular study, ‘de’ was 
the only affected morpheme salient to the discussion, and it was possible to 
circumvent the ambiguity by relying on other data; therefore, further analysis 
was not required.9 However, in the absence of more sophisticated segmenting 
tools, this issue could prove to be problematic with future corpus-based 
Japanese-language research where homographic morphemes are more central 
to the analysis.
7 For example, the word ‘kudasai’ (ください; ‘please’), which does not require segmenting, was incorrectly 
segmented by the software and appeared as ‘kuda sai’ (くだ さい) or ‘ku dasai’ (く ださい). As this example 
shows, words that did not require segmentation were sometimes segmented by the software. To ensure 
consistency and the reliability of the data, incorrect segmentations were all manually corrected in the node 
corpus prior to the extraction of the subcorpora. 
8 The English translations for these words and morphemes are presented in Tables 1–3. 
9 The morpheme ‘de’ is only salient to this analysis in its capacity as an honorific marker. In this capacity, it 
occurs with ‘gozaru’ and its inflections, so it is possible to account for the occurrences of ‘degozaru’ and its 
inflections using the frequencies for ‘gozaru’ and its inflections only.
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4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Keyword Analysis: Linguistic Repertoires of Humans and 
       Bakenezumi 

Keyword analysis was applied to the BAKENEZUMI subcorpus with 
HUMANS as the reference corpus to determine the key linguistic features 
in the repertoire of Bakenezumi speech compared with human speech. By 
analysing linguistic differences based on the socio-demographic traits of each 
species, it was possible to determine the sociolect or linguistic code allocated 
to Squealer based on socio-demographic membership—that is, how Squealer 
does (and should) speak as a Bakenezumi in a world governed by humans.

Table 1: Keywords: BAKENEZUMI
Keywords in the BAKENEZUMI subcorpus with a minimum critical/keyness value of 
15.13 (p < 0.0001) and a minimum frequency of 5

Keyness Word/Morpheme Meaning/Function

186.771 -ません negative polite suffix

180.995 神様 god(s)

167.999 です polite form of だ

158.15 -ます polite suffix (non-past)

130.062 我々 we (formal)

120.276 -まし- polite suffix

104.929 ござい-
* to be (polite)

92.299 わたくしども we (humble)

80.556 お- bikago  prefix

76.564 女王 queen

71.754 コロニー colony

65.405 のです polite form of のだ

62.931 我が my, our (formal)

54.704 よう appearing…, looking…, a way of… 

52.101 あり- to exist [inanimate], to have

46.267 おり- to exist [animate] (humble)

42.769 ご- bikago  prefix

39.342 なり- to become

38.669 ので because of…, given that… 

35.961 しかし however

33.611 は topic marker

33.533 どうか somehow or other

30.158 を direct object marker

27.851 いたし- to do (humble)

27.32 こちら this way (formal)

27.182 -ましょ-† polite tentative suffix

25.989 木蠹蛾
name of a Bakenenezumi colony; also, 
goat moth (Cossus cossus) 

24.747 など et cetera

20.752 ども plural marker

20.631 に location/direction/indirect object marker

20.418 者 thing

19.955 -ば if…then, when…

19.704 存在 existence

19.693 地下 underground

18.436 が subject marker

17.569 で time/location marker, variant of 〜て

17.549 骨 bone

17.125 でし- polite variant of だっ– 

16.346 土蜘蛛
name of a Bakenenezumi colony; also a 
species of spider (Atypus karschi) 

15.832 かしこまり- to obey respectfully

15.519 二 two
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From this keyword analysis (Table 1), several markers of honorific language 
can be seen, including teineigo (丁寧語; ‘polite language’ or addressee honorific 
language, e.g., –ます, です, でしょう) and teichōgo (丁重語; ‘courteous lang- 
uage’ or humble language, e.g., おり–, いたし–). There are also a number of non- 
honorific verbs in their stem form—for example, ‘かしこまり’ (to obey),  
‘あり–’ (to be/have) and ‘なり–’ (to become)—which can also flag the presence 
of addressee honorific language (see Figure 1). Additionally, there are a few 
markers of bikago (美化語; ‘beautified language’, e.g., お–, ご–), which can 
also be classified as honorific language in many instances (Jarkey 2015, 
196–97). The particle ‘o-’ (お–) can also be a marker of sonkeigo (尊敬語; 
‘respectful language’ or subject honorific language), since it is used as one of 
the affixes for productive subject honorific forms—for example, ‘お書きにな

る’ (‘to write’). The relatively high keyness of these linguistic markers suggests 
that the linguistic repertoire of the Bakenezumi is characterised by honorific 
language. In the fictional world of the anime (hereafter, ‘the text’), the high 
frequency of these honorific language markers is attributable to the power 
imbalance between the humans and the colonies of Bakenezumi to which 
Squealer belongs.

Keyness Word/Morpheme Meaning/Function

186.771 -ません negative polite suffix

180.995 神様 god(s)

167.999 です polite form of だ

158.15 -ます polite suffix (non-past)

130.062 我々 we (formal)

120.276 -まし- polite suffix

104.929 ござい-
* to be (polite)

92.299 わたくしども we (humble)

80.556 お- bikago  prefix

76.564 女王 queen

71.754 コロニー colony

65.405 のです polite form of のだ

62.931 我が my, our (formal)

54.704 よう appearing…, looking…, a way of… 

52.101 あり- to exist [inanimate], to have

46.267 おり- to exist [animate] (humble)

42.769 ご- bikago  prefix

39.342 なり- to become

38.669 ので because of…, given that… 

35.961 しかし however

33.611 は topic marker

33.533 どうか somehow or other

30.158 を direct object marker

27.851 いたし- to do (humble)

27.32 こちら this way (formal)

27.182 -ましょ-† polite tentative suffix

25.989 木蠹蛾
name of a Bakenenezumi colony; also, 
goat moth (Cossus cossus) 

24.747 など et cetera

20.752 ども plural marker

20.631 に location/direction/indirect object marker

20.418 者 thing

19.955 -ば if…then, when…

19.704 存在 existence

19.693 地下 underground

18.436 が subject marker

17.569 で time/location marker, variant of 〜て

17.549 骨 bone

17.125 でし- polite variant of だっ– 

16.346 土蜘蛛
name of a Bakenenezumi colony; also a 
species of spider (Atypus karschi) 

15.832 かしこまり- to obey respectfully

15.519 二 two

Notes
* The segmenting software parses ‘gozaru’ as a complete word, but splits all suffixes from 
the corresponding stems, such that ‘gozaimasu’ (ございます) becomes ‘gozai-’ (ござい–) 
and ‘-masu’ (–ます), ‘gozatta’ (ござった) becomes ‘goza(t)-’ (ござっ–) and ‘-ta’ (–た).
† The segmenting software also segments out the ‘u’ for all tentative forms, such that 
‘mashou’ (ましょう) becomes ‘masho’ (ましょ–) and ‘u’ (–う), ‘deshou’ (でしょう) becomes 
‘desho’ (でしょ–) and ‘u’ (–う).
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Given the relatively low social status of Squealer and the Bakenezumi species 
in the world of the text, the high frequency of honorific language markers 
reflects the typical use of honorific language, which is “to acknowledge 
and reinforce static social categories in a hierarchical system” (Jarkey 
2015, 192). Honorific language is used when referring to or addressing 
individuals who are perceived as superiors in terms of age, seniority and 
social status, thereby indexing the hierarchical relationship of interlocutors as  
well as their relative power distance. This use of honorific language, therefore, 
indexes the relatively low social status of Bakenezumi in the world of the text. 

Among the list of keywords, there are words that are concerned with self-
reference—for example, ‘ware ware’ (我 ;々 a formal variant of ‘we’) and 
‘waga’ (我が; a formal variant of ‘our’)—or referencing/addressing others, for 
example ‘kami-sama’ (神様; ‘god(s)’) or ‘ jo-ō’ (女王; ‘queen’). The keyness of 
the two words for referencing others conveys the socially conventional ways 
of addressing or referencing social superiors, which is influenced by the two 
power relationships experienced by the Bakenezumi. These terms also index 
the social position of the Bakenezumi in the fictional world of the text. The 
use of ‘kami-sama’ reinforces the relationship that the Bakenezumi have 
with humans. This term of address/reference elevates the status of humans 
while conveying the relatively low position of the Bakenezumi, reflecting a 
world order in which humans are dominant. Meanwhile, the use of ‘ jo-ō’ as a 
term of reference creates another rung in the hierarchy between the humans 
and Bakenezumi, where one Bakenezumi (i.e., the queen) is elevated above 
the others, further lowering the social status of the general Bakenezumi 
populace. Overwhelmingly, self-referencing words used by the Bakenezumi 
are highly formal collective nouns or pronouns used to reference the speaker’s  

Figure 1: Concordance of ‘あり–’ and ‘なり–’ in the BAKENEZUMI subcorpus10

10 A concordance is a list of all occurrences of particular words or morphemes presented within the context 
where they are used (Baker 2006, 71).
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in-group rather than the speaker themselves: for example, ‘wareware’ and 
‘watakushidomo’ (わたくしども; humble form of ‘we’). The collectivity of these 
expressions indexes the Bakenezumi’s strong affiliation with their own in-
group, evident in the numerous ways in which they reference their colony and 
possibly their entire species—for example, ‘waga koronī’ (我がコロニー; ‘our 
colony’ or ‘our colonies’).

In comparison, the keywords in the HUMANS subcorpus are characterised 
by markers of plain or casual language (e.g., だ, –てる) and first names (e.g., 
Saki, Satoru, Mamoru) (see Table 2). These linguistic markers in the repertoire 
of the humans suggests that the humans regularly engage in conversations 
with those who are equal or lower in status to them, or those who are highly 
familiar to them. Additionally, the second-person pronoun ‘anata’ (あなた) 
appears as a keyword in the HUMANS subcorpus and is generally used as a 
term of address. Although its use can be either polite or informal depending on 
context (see Yonezawa 2014), the term seems to be avoided by the Bakenezumi, 
who prefer terms that explicitly convey power relationships, such as ‘kami-
sama’ and ‘ jo-ō’. The fact that the humans freely use ‘anata’, either despite 
or because of its hierarchical ambiguity, suggests that they are often in social 
contexts where they are not required to clearly recognise superiors, thereby 
indicating that humans themselves have a relatively superior social standing 
in the world of the text. Conversely, the fact that ‘anata’ did not emerge as a 
keyword for the Bakenezumi indicates that ambiguity around the observation 
of social hierarchy is less permissible, corroborating other indications that their 
social standing is lower than that of the humans. It should also be noted that 
the Bakenezumi do use ‘anatagata’ (あなたがた; formal variant of the second-
person plural) to address groups of humans. In this context, the addition of 
the formal humble plural suffix ‘-gata’ (–がた) serves to align the pronoun 
with the other honorific forms of speech used by the Bakenezumi, supporting 
the interpretation that the Bakenezumi consciously eschew the singular form 
due to its hierarchical ambiguity. This further indexes the relatively low social 
status of Bakenezumi in the world of the text.

Table 2: Keywords: HUMANS
Keywords in the HUMANS subcorpus with a minimum critical/keyness value of 15.13 
(p < 0.0001)

Keyness Word/Morpheme English translation

110.089 よ emphatic sentence-final particle

71.653 だ be, is

57.261 -てる contraction of –ている

53.601 ない not…, not have/exist

44.128 じゃ then, well, so, casual form of では

41.093 早季 Saki [name]

37.319 ん
variant of の, casual variant of negative 
suffix

36.248 うん yes, uh huh, huh?

31.52 って variant of という

30.732 んだ non-polite variant of のです or んです

30.067 -たら if…then, when, after

29.419 わ emphatic sentence-final particle (feminine)

26.501 だっ- variant of だ, non-polite variant of でし–

24.131 なん what

23.389 あなた you

22.327 さん
respectful honorific (occurs as a suffix with 
names)

22.163 覚 Satoru [name]

21.539 守 Mamoru [name]

20.751 ねえ hey, come on, listen

20.751 僕 I (masculine)

20.488 瞬 Shun [name]

20.453 だろ
seems, I think, non-polite variant of 
でしょ (colloquial)

19.361 何 what

18.124 けど but, however

17.336 ちょっと a little, a bit, slightly

16.548 思う to think, to feel

15.76 本当 really

15.142 町 town, city
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Additionally, there are two types of linguistic markers that emerge as keywords 
in the linguistic repertoire of the humans, but are either highly infrequent 
or completely absent from the linguistic repertoire of the Bakenezumi. The 
first is ‘yo’ (よ), an emphatic sentence-final particle. While ‘yo’ does appear in 
the speech of Bakenezumi characters, its occurrence is highly infrequent (see 
Figure 2). Since ‘yo’ is associated with assertions in statements, its infrequency 
in Bakenezumi speech suggests that the Bakenezumi generally avoid making 
assertions when communicating with humans, in accordance with social 
protocols. By extrapolation, the Bakenezumi’s avoidance of assertions can be 
interpreted as a strategy to appear polite or subservient towards their human 
interlocutors. Furthermore, Maynard (2001) argues that “the use and non-use 
of yo indexes how one wishes to express one’s feelings and one’s selves” (34). By 
limiting the use of ‘yo’, the Bakenezumi avoid showing their inner personae, 
which represent their thoughts and beliefs, while maintaining a subservient 
presentational persona that behaves according to social protocols established 
by the humans.

Keyness Word/Morpheme English translation

110.089 よ emphatic sentence-final particle

71.653 だ be, is

57.261 -てる contraction of –ている

53.601 ない not…, not have/exist

44.128 じゃ then, well, so, casual form of では

41.093 早季 Saki [name]

37.319 ん
variant of の, casual variant of negative 
suffix

36.248 うん yes, uh huh, huh?

31.52 って variant of という

30.732 んだ non-polite variant of のです or んです

30.067 -たら if…then, when, after

29.419 わ emphatic sentence-final particle (feminine)

26.501 だっ- variant of だ, non-polite variant of でし–

24.131 なん what

23.389 あなた you

22.327 さん
respectful honorific (occurs as a suffix with 
names)

22.163 覚 Satoru [name]

21.539 守 Mamoru [name]

20.751 ねえ hey, come on, listen

20.751 僕 I (masculine)

20.488 瞬 Shun [name]

20.453 だろ
seems, I think, non-polite variant of 
でしょ (colloquial)

19.361 何 what

18.124 けど but, however

17.336 ちょっと a little, a bit, slightly

16.548 思う to think, to feel

15.76 本当 really

15.142 町 town, city
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The second type of linguistic marker that is highly frequent in the linguistic 
repertoire of the humans is gendered language, such as the masculine self-
reference pronoun ‘boku’ (僕) and the feminine emphatic sentence-final 
particle ‘wa’ (わ). These markers allow speakers to express and assert their 
gender identity. The keyword analysis reveals that gendered language is 
common in the humans’ speech. However, similar linguistic markers do not 
appear in the speech of the Bakenezumi, who instead rely on gender-neutral, 
plural self-reference terms such as ‘ware ware’ (我 ;々 formal variant of ‘we’) 
and ‘watakushidomo’ (わたくしども; humble variant of ‘we’), and generally 
avoid emphatic sentence-final particles, as discussed previously. This could 
be related to their strong association with their colonies and their general 
avoidance of any kind of linguistic markers that would otherwise represent 
them individually. The relatively high frequency of personal names in human 
speech compared with Bakenezumi speech also relates to this. Although the 
Bakenezumi possess their own personal names, these are rarely used by the 
Bakenezumi beyond the point of self-introduction and are quickly replaced by 
one of the collective first-person pronouns introduced above.

As this section has shown, a keyword analysis of dialogue can reveal linguistic 
patterns that are specific to socio-demographic groups in a telecinematic 
context, which in turn can offer insights into the language use of a focal 
character. The following section takes an in-depth look at the implications of 
Squealer’s linguistic code when seen alongside those of other characters who 
feature in the narrative. 

4.2 Character-Based Analysis: Squealer’s Default Linguistic Code

Drawing on the findings of the repertoire analysis, Squealer’s language use 
is examined in more detail through excerpts from selected scenes in order to 
establish the character’s idiolect. Here, Bucholtz and Hall’s (2005) framework 
is used to discuss the indexicality of the use and non-use of certain linguistic 
items or patterns, as well as the potential indexicality of deviating from the 
established sociolect. The focus of the discussion is on how the use and non-use  
of these linguistic features index certain aspects of Squealer’s identity. 

As a Bakenezumi, Squealer’s idiolect contains a number of linguistic features 
that are also present in the Bakenezumi sociolect, such as the markers of 
honorific language. However, while the use of honorific language indexes 
Squealer’s relatively low social status in a world governed by humans, the 
high frequency of markers for honorific language in comparison with their  

Figure 2: Concordance of ‘よ’ in the BAKENEZUMI subcorpus
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frequency in the dialogue of other Bakenezumi also indexes Squealer’s 
demeanour (see Table 3). Squealer’s typical speech patterns (until the final 
episode of the series) are illustrated in Excerpt 1, below.

In this excerpt, Saki (the protagonist) and her friend Satoru become 
reacquainted with Squealer, whom they have not seen for two years. Here, 
Squealer uses an elaborate combination of honorific language, including 
teineigo (addressee honorifics, bolded in lines 1, 3, 6, 7 and 9), sonkeigo 
(subject honorifics, underlined in line 1), kenjōgo (謙譲語; object honorifics, 
underlined in line 5) and teichōgo (humble language, underlined in line 9). 
This combination of multiple honorific language types, along with the term of 
address ‘kami-sama’ (underlined in lines 3 and 5), communicates a deferential 
attitude towards the humans as social superiors (i.e., as ‘gods’). In the following 
excerpts, usage of the different types of honorific language is indicated with 
corresponding acronyms and the ‘+’ symbol, while the absence of any type of 
honorific language is indicated by ‘-HON’.

Excerpt (1)11

1 Squealer: お目覚めになられたようですね。

   “It looks(+AH) like you have regained(+SH) 
   consciousness.”

11 In this and the following excerpts, AH refers to addressee honorifics or teineigo, SH refers to subject 
honorifics or sonkeigo, OH refers to object honorifics or kenjōgo, HL refers to humble language or teichōgo, 
and SP refers to the super-polite copula. HON refers to honorific language, regardless of the aforementioned 
subtypes. Both underlined and bold type are used in this excerpt to illustrate the complex honorific usage that 
characterises Squealer’s dominant speech pattern.

Table 3: Raw frequencies of honorific language markers (comparing Squealer and other 
Bakenezumi)

Notes
*Inflectional or orthographical variations of a wordform or morpheme

Word/Morpheme Lemmas* in the subtitles Meaning/Function Freq. (Squealer) Freq. (Others)

-ます -ません,	-まし-,	-ましょ- polite verbal suffix 170 127

です でしょ-,	でし- be, is, polite variant of だ 74 102

お- bikago  prefix 45 17

ござい- to be (super-polite) 34 4

のです のでしょ-,	んでしょ-,	んです polite variant of のだ 22 23

ご- bikago  prefix 19 5

おり- to be, exist (humble) 19 3

ください please do (respectful) 11 6

いたし- 致し- to do (humble) 8 2

いただく

いただける,	いただか-,	いただき-,	

いただけ-,	いただけれ-,	頂い-,	

頂き-,	頂く

to receive, eat, drink 
(humble)

8 4

申し上げる 申し上げ- to say, tell (humble) 4 1

なさる なさい-,	なさら-,	なさっ- to do (respectful) 3 2

参り- まいり- to come, go (humble) 3 1

存じ- to know, think (humble) 3 0

申し- to say (humble) 3 0

ご覧- to look, see (respectful) 2 0

いらっしゃる いらっしゃい- to come, go, be (respectful) 2 0

おっしゃる to say, speak (respectful) 1 0

申し開き excuse (humble) 1 0
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2 Saki:  スクイーラ！

   “Squealer!”

3 Squealer: お久しぶりでございます、 神様。

   “It has been(+SP, +AH) a long time, gods.”

4 Saki:  本当ね。スクイーラは元気にしてたの？

   “It really has. Have you been doing well, Squealer?”

5 Squealer: はい。最近は神様にご奉仕させていただく機会も多く

6   なりましてありがたいことに大変名誉ある名前まで

7   賜りました。

   “Yes. Lately the opportunity to be of service(+OH) to  
   my gods has been(+AH) plentiful, that I was honoured  
   to have a most noble name bestowed(+AH) upon me.”

8 Saki:  どんな名前？

   “What kind of name is it?”

9 Squealer: はい！	野狐丸と申します！

   “Right. I am(+HL, +AH) (now) Yakomaru!” 

(from Episode 15, “Afterimage”)

In line 3, Squealer uses the super-polite ‘degozaru’ (in bold), in combination 
with the honorific suffix ‘-masu’, as ‘degozaimasu’ (でございます). Additionally, 
Squealer uses a particularly polite grammatical construction (bolded in line 
6). Here, the linking suffix ‘-te’ is affixed to the polite suffix ‘-masu’, resulting 
in the polite conjunctive form (i.e., なりまして) of the word ‘naru’ (なる; ‘to 
become’)—even though the plain conjunctive ‘natte’ (なって) is acceptable 
in honorific speech. By using this form, Squealer’s normally high level of 
honorific language is effectively increased. 

Based on this wide variety of honorific language markers, it can be inferred 
that Squealer’s use of honorific language, in addition to expressing and 
acknowledging social status or hierarchical relationships (discussed in 4.1), 
may also relate to Goffman’s (1956) notion of demeanour. Goffman describes 
demeanour as being “conveyed through deportment, dress, and bearing” in 
order “to express to those in [one’s] immediate presence that [one] is a person 
of certain desirable or undesirable qualities” (1956, 489). The appropriate 
use of honorific language can therefore convey a refined demeanour, since  
it implies strong understanding and mastery of social protocols relating to 
language use. 

Relating to the use of honorific language to express politeness and demeanour, 
Hasegawa (2006) further relates politeness to the idea of “prudence” and argues 
that it is “linked to social class and socio-political power” (211). Thus, mastery 
over the use of honorifics is likely to signal membership of a high social class, 
as well as an overall “high degree of mental cultivation, elegant refinement,  

English translations of dialogue in all excerpts are adapted from subtitles by Unlimited Translation Works, 
which can be found at: https://utw.me/scripts/.
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polished manner, and good taste” (Hasegawa 2006, 211). Therefore, while  
frequent honorific use indexes a low social standing, it also paradoxically 
indexes cultivation and refinement. Furthermore, Squealer’s interlocutors 
rarely reciprocate a comparable level of honorific use, resulting in consistent 
juxtaposition of Squealer’s honorifics with the less polite or refined speech 
of others. This calls attention to Squealer as possessing a particularly refined 
demeanour and suggests a degree of social superiority over other Bakenezumi 
and humans.

As shown here, a character-based analysis can build on a keyword analysis 
to reveal a focal character’s repeated and salient linguistic patterns (i.e., the 
character’s idiolect), which gives further insight into aspects of that character. 
As a Bakenezumi, Squealer uses language patterns strongly associated with 
the species, which demonstrates the character’s social membership and 
relative social rank in the fictional world of the text. However, some aspects 
of the character’s personal traits can be inferred from the overuse of honorific 
markers—most notably, the apparent desire to present a refined persona. The 
following section examines a key scene in which Squealer deviates from the 
established idiolect or character-specific linguistic code, and explores the 
potential social meanings that this entails.

4.3 Scene-Based Analysis: Speech Style Shifts and Squealer’s Other  
       Persona

The character-based analysis provides a general overview of Squealer’s 
 character and salient characteristics. However, as Bucholtz and Hall point 
out, identity is not static nor a fixed construct but “a discursive construct 
that emerges in interaction” (2005, 587). To address this point, the following 
analysis of one key scene demonstrates how different aspects of Squealer’s 
identity emerge in unfolding interactions, and which linguistic forms index 
these aspects of the character’s identity. Despite the prevalence of honorific 
language markers in Squealer’s dialogue, it is important to note that these 
markers are not always used consistently, even within a single conversation 
or interaction. In the final episode, Squealer begins to use non-honorific 
language for the first time in the series, which is highly uncharacteristic given 
the character’s idiolect. This section examines a scene in which Squealer shifts 
between using and not using honorific language. Drawing excerpts from a 
conversation between Squealer, Saki and Satoru, this scene-based analysis 
examines how different aspects of Squealer’s character are foregrounded 
by adherence to or deviation from the speech patterns established over the 
preceding episodes. 

The conversation from which the following two excerpts derive involves 
Saki and Satoru visiting Squealer, who has been imprisoned for leadership 
in a revolt against the human society. In this scene, Saki and Satoru attempt 
to elicit Squealer’s motives for the revolt, which resulted in a massacre of 
humans. Excerpt 2 begins following a comment by Squealer about the volatile 
co-existence of the Bakenezumi and the humans, where the humans would  
occasionally eliminate large numbers of Bakenezumi. In response, Saki  
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explains that the massacre of Bakenezumi is a heavy punishment which is  
used as a final resort towards incriminated Bakenezumi and their colonies. 
She implies that if Squealer had not initiated a revolt, deaths of both humans 
and the Bakenezumi species could have been avoided.   

Excerpt (2)12

1 Saki:  コロニーの抹消はいちばん重い処分よ。よほどのこと 

2    がなければないわ。それこそ人間を殺傷したり反逆を 

3    企てたりしなければ…

   “The eradication of a colony incurs the heaviest  
   punishment. It is reserved for the gravest offences. If  
   you hadn’t killed human beings, or revolted against us,  
   then…”

4 Squealer: 鶏が先か、卵が先か…いずれにせよ、我々はよどみ 

5	 	 	 に浮かぶうたかたのような立場です。そこから脱した 

6	 	 	 いと願うのは当然のことではないですか？我々は高度 

7	 	 	 な知性を持った存在です。あなた方と比べても何ら劣 

8	 	 	 るところはない。違いと言えば呪力という悪魔の力を 

9	 	 	 持つか否かだけだ。

   “[Which came(-HON) first,] the chicken or the egg…?   
   Either way, we are(+AH) like bubbles on the surface  
   of a pond. Is(+AH) it not natural to wish to escape that  
   fate? We are(+AH) beings who possess high intelligence.  
   We are not(-HON) inferior to you in any way. The only  
   difference is(-HON) that you possess the demonic  
   power called ‘Juryoku’, and we do not.”

(from Episode 25, “From the New World”)

Responding to Saki’s comments, Squealer employs the non-polite style to ask 
the rhetorical question: ‘鶏が先か、卵が先か…’ (‘Which came first, the chicken 
or the egg?’; line 4). However, following this, Squealer returns briefly to more 
typical honorific language and polite speech style (bolded in lines 5, 6 and 7). 
In the context of a criticism of humans, Squealer shifts into the non-polite 
style (double-underlined in lines 4, 8 and 9). Based on this, the subservient 
demeanour indicated by Squealer’s typical use of honorifics can be seen as 
a façade which breaks down when his true thoughts emerge. This suggests 
that Squealer is simply acting out a public persona that the humans ascribe to 
members of the Bakenezumi species.

This is emblematic of the broader conversation from which Excerpt 2 is 
taken, where Squealer similarly shifts between polite/honorific and non-
polite styles. It is likely that these shifts index the switch between a Japanese 
speaker’s ‘innate’ self and the social persona they choose to present (e.g., 
Cook 2008; Yamaji 2008). According to Cook, the polite style indexes public 
self-presentation, whereas the non-polite style foregrounds the “innate self” 
(2008, 15). Cook goes on to suggest that these differences in self-presentation  
further index different social personae. When using the polite style, a speaker  

12 In Excerpts 2 and 3, bold type signifies honorific language, while double-underlined type signifies informal 
or non-honorific forms.
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is literally or figuratively acting “on-stage” and is showing their presentational  
persona or professional self (Cook 2008, 15). On the other hand, a speaker 
is acting naturally or spontaneously when using the non-polite style, which 
indexes their private or innate self. The explicitness of the criticisms in 
Squealer’s non-polite speech aligns with the idea that the non-polite speech 
style is actually the one that indexes the character’s true persona (i.e., one that 
resents the humans).

Excerpt 3 below is from the same conversation as Excerpt 2 and forms the 
latter half of the overall scene. In this excerpt, Squealer is mainly responding 
to accusations and comments made by Satoru. This example shows the gradual 
breakdown of Squealer’s established presentational persona, represented by 
the polite speech style, and the emergence of a previously repressed inner 
persona, represented by the non-polite or plain speech style. 

Excerpt (3)
1 Satoru:  お前はコロニーのためのようなことを言ってるけど 

2	 	 	 奇狼丸は違う意見だった。女王の権力をさん簒奪して 

3	 	 	 あんまりな扱いをしたことはどう正当化するんだ？

   “You say that you acted for the good of your colony,  
   but Kirōmaru thought differently. How do you justify  
   the dethroning of your queens and how you treated  
   them afterwards?” 

4 Squealer: 奇狼丸は旧弊な思想に凝り固まった爺いで本質が全 

5	 	 	 く見えていなかった。実権を女王が握っている限り 

6	 	 	 改革など不可能だということを。

   “Kirōmaru was an old geezer who was obsessed with  
   antiquated ways of thinking and could not see(-HON)  
   the truth at all. As long as the queens held power,  
   reform was not possible.”

7 Satoru:  奇狼丸は改革など望んでいなかった。

   “Kirōmaru did not desire reform.”

8 Squealer: 私が改革をもたらそうとしたのは自分のコロニーのた 

9	 	 	 めではない。

   “I didn’t(-HON) enact reform for the sake of my own  
   colony.”

10 Satoru:  お前の醜い権力欲を満たすためか？

   “Was it to satiate your own despicable lust for power?”

11 Squealer: 全ての我が同胞のためだ。

   “It was(-HON) for the sake of my brethren.”

12 Satoru:  調子のいいこと言うな！お前は自分の兵士を平気で捨 

13	 	 	 て駒にしたじゃないか？！

   “That’s rich coming from you! Didn’t you use your own  
   soldiers as sacrifices without batting an eyelid?!” 
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14 Squealer: 全て戦術の一環ですよ。勝たなければ意味がない。 

15 勝てばあらゆる犠牲は報われる。

“It was(+AH) all part of the strategy. Only victory  
has(-HON) meaning. If we’d won, then all of the  
sacrifices would have been rewarded(-HON).”

16 Satoru:  お前は負けたんだ。

“But you lost.”

17 Squealer: そう…私が万死に値するのはこの一点です。メシア 

18 という絶対的な切り札を得ながら単純なトリックに 

19 ひっかかり全てを失ってしまった。歴史を変えられる 

20 はずだった。これほどの好機はおそらくもう二度と訪 

21 れない。

“Yes(-HON)…That is(+AH) why I deserve to die. I held  
the ultimate trump card, the Messiah, but lost(- 
HON) everything to a simple trick. I could have  
changed(-HON) history. An opportunity like this may  
never come(-HON) again.”

22 Satoru: 行こう。これ以上話したって時間の無駄だ。

“Let’s go. It’s a waste of time to talk any further.”

(From Episode 25, “From the New World”)

Here, Squealer speaks primarily using the non-polite or plain style (double-
underlined), briefly returning to the polite style in lines 14, 17 and 21 (in bold). 
These final flashes of politeness can be interpreted as the gradual breakdown of 
Squealer’s established public persona. In comparison, the increasing use of the 
plain style marks the gradual shift to dominance of Squealer’s true persona, 
reflected by the character’s increasingly candid speech. One explanation for 
this is that Squealer, as a representative of a socially repressed society with 
much at stake, realises that the only remaining chance for the Bakenezumi is 
to speak frankly, perhaps in an attempt to gain the humans’ understanding. 
As such, the fact that Squealer is speaking predominantly in the plain style 
suggests that the socially repressed inner persona is gradually achieving 
prominence over the presentational persona at an emotionally charged point 
in the narrative.

In the scene examined above, uncharacteristic language is used as a device 
to highlight a character’s inner persona, which in turn is used to candidly 
reveal thoughts and opinions hitherto hidden from interlocutors. The scene-
based analysis demonstrates that (character) identity is not static nor a fixed 
construct but “a discursive construct that emerges in interaction” (Bucholtz 
and Hall 2005, 587). It also demonstrates how a character’s deviation from an 
established idiolect can allow different aspects of that character’s identity to 
emerge in unfolding interactions. Taken in its entirety, this section has shown 
that a corpus-based mixed-method approach to telecinematic texts can offer 
a highly nuanced level of insight into the identity construction of characters 
through language.
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5. CONCLUSION

This study has examined how language is used to construct the non-human 
character Squealer in the anime series, From the New World. Drawing primarily 
on the notions of the indexicality principle and corpus linguistic methodo-
logies, it shows that salient aspects of a character’s identity can be understood  
from the character’s established linguistic repertoire, including (but not limited 
to) strong in-group affiliation, low social status and overall presentation of 
subserviency. Additionally, the scene-based analysis demonstrates how shifts 
between use and non-use of certain linguistic features help to foreground 
different stances and personae. This study demonstrates that insights about 
the discursive construction of telecinematic characters can be gained by 
integrating corpus linguistic analysis with scene-based analysis, drawing on 
sociolinguistic concepts. 

A number of issues were encountered when using corpus programs for the 
segmentation and analysis of Japanese linguistic data in this study, despite 
the fact that the programs used were designed to be compatible with Japanese 
linguistic data. In future studies of this nature, meticulous effort will be 
needed to limit inconsistencies (as with this study, which required manual 
correction of large volumes of data due to software limitations) or more 
appropriate software will need to be developed. These issues notwithstanding, 
this study has demonstrated that corpus linguistics can be used effectively in 
a mixed-method approach to examine characterisation. In doing so, it has 
contributed to the emerging area of corpus linguistics in Japanese linguistic 
research as well as the still under-represented area of Japanese telecinematic 
discourse studies.

GLOSSARY

bikago (美化語) lit., ‘beautified language’. Also known as ‘word  
beautification’. Bikago often involves adding the prefixes  
お– or	ご– to nouns. The main function of these forms is  
to make words more polite or more aesthetically pleasing  
(‘beautiful’), which leads to the speaker being perceived as  
having an elegant or refined manner of speech.

kenjōgo (謙譲語) lit., ‘modest language’. Also known as ‘object honorific  
language’. It is generally used when speakers talk about their  
own actions or the actions of their in-group members that  
are related to a person with higher social status (e.g., doing  
something for someone, helping someone with something).   
The main function of object honorific language is to show  
respect to the recipient of the action (i.e., the object of a  
transitive or ditransitive verb) while humbling the initiator  
of the action.

sonkeigo (尊敬語) lit., ‘respectful language’. Also known as ‘subject honorific  
language’. It is typically used when speaking about the  
actions of a referent who is older or higher in status.
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teineigo (丁寧語) lit., ‘polite language’. Also known as ‘addressee honorific 
    language’. It is normally used when the speaker  
   considers the addressee psychologically distant, and/or the  
   speaker wishes to honour or show respect to the addressee.  
   This type of honorific language is generally characterised  
   by sentences ending with conjugations of the copula ‘です’  
   and conjugations of the predicate suffix ‘–ます’.

teichōgo (丁重語) lit., ‘courteous language’. Also known as ‘humble forms’ or  
   ‘humble language’. These forms neither show explicit  
   respect to the referents nor the addressee, but mainly serve  
   to humble the actions of the speaker.  

yakuwarigo (役割語) lit., ‘role language’. A term coined by Kinsui (2003) which  
   refers to the spoken linguistic (e.g., vocabulary and  
   grammar) and phonetic (e.g., intonation patterns and  
   accents) features that are strongly associated with particular  
   character archetypes.  
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